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INTRODUCTION

SCB-IP
IP video software
recording channels for 32
MVS-14 video server

MVS-14
independent

is

unit

able to

digitize

the

signal

audio / analog video from any camera and send it over a TCP / IP network such as a LAN or
the Internet.
Compared with these cameras' IP cameras "that possess an integrated digitizing circuit, the
external video server MVS-14 offers the advantage of being compatible with almost any
analog camera, at any staging (classic, waterproof, day / night, IR, vandal , for concealment
etc.) optionally also already previously installed. Compared to the integrated circuit in the
camera,

the

external videoserver also offers the great advantage that it can also be installed at a certain
distance from the camera, what is essential, for example in installations in confined spaces.

The video signal from the MVS-14 video server receives by using Microsoft Internet Explorer
that allows the configuration settings.

The SCB-IP software, installed on any PC in the network, allows viewing and recording of
images from max. 32 different video servers MVS-14.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Management of up to 32 videoservers MVS-14 with just one PC
Programmable Display: 9 options multicamera, single room, full-screen polling
multitrack Recording continues, on an hourly basis, on schedule, of intrusion (Motion Detection).
Audio Recording synchronized
Calendar evolved programmable weekly management, holidays and custom holidays
Space for adjustable recording days, to prevent excessive archives invasive of personal privacy.
automatic recognition of the video server in the network.
password protection authorization with customizable access for each user.
programmable overlay date, time, camera name
Remote control of speed dome cameras moveable multiprotocol
Motion Detection with sensitivity and programmable detection areas
Search movies playing facilitated with graphic display of the recorded periods
Slow motion and fast forward playing
Zoom Digital playback picture of
Managing speed-dome cameras directly from software
Adjusting advanced video playback to optimize the analysis of movies
Export video clips AVI
Saving pictures in BMP GIF JPG PNG TIFF
easy printing Images Directly from the movie playback
built-in backup program for saving movies on another hard drive or burner
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SOFTWARE INSTALLATION
choose to install only the Remote Live Viewer and not other programs.

Package Contents
CD ROM containing software and user USB stick security number or
series

You can also choose the installation language. This manual assumes that it must be the
language ITALIAN: the
Full installation is complete will be available four new programs:

Minimum requirements

MAIN PLAYBACK CONSOLE

The PC on which to install the SCB-IP software must meet the following minimum

SYSTEM REMOTE LIVE VIEWER

requirements.

BACKUP SYSTEM

Processor - Intel Pentium P4 2.4 GHz
RAM - Min 512MB
Motherboard - Recommended chipset INTEL

NOTE for Windows VISTA.

Hard Disk - At least 80 Gb

Get in CONTROL PANEL - USER ACCOUNT and click ON OFF USER ACCOUNT

Operating system - Windows2000 / XP / VISTA

CONTROL. Remove, if present, the activation check of the USER ACCOUNT CONTROL

Check DirectX version
As a first step,

before

proceed

software installation, it is advisable to check the component version of DirectX installed on
your computer. To do this the easiest method is to use the appropriate diagnostic utility
included in Windows

USB Key and Serial
The program versions from 2.4.11 is protected by a serial number that is required when you
first start, and that is shown on the installation CD. Previous versions use a USB dongle. In
this case, before the start of the program the security key must be inserted into any free USB

Press START / RUN and type dxdiag.exe. Press OK to start the program and wait for the
completion of the audit.

port on your computer. The green LED on the stick must light to its proper recognition. The
SCB-IP program will not start without the presence of the security key.

In the bottom of the first screen you will show the installed version of DirectX files. If the
version is lower than the DirectX 9 must run the installer on the CD rom in DirectX9 folder.

Installing Software
Run SETUP.EXE to install the software and follow the onscreen instructions.

First start
Launch MAIN CONSOLE to start. When you first start you will be asked to enter a Username
and Password to define the system administrator. Enter a user name and a password that

And 'possible to proceed with the full typical installation

you will remember paying attention to the letters are case sensitive.

or customized so you can change the installation folder and possibly decide to skip the
installation of some components. In a PC dedicated only remote access could in fact
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CAMERAS CONFIGURATION
Run the program MAIN CONSOLE.
When you first start the program, the console will not display any picture as necessary to
include in the video servers configuration MVS-14 to connect to

Click CONFIGURATION / SETTINGS

Set name and IP - In this tab, it is sufficient to fill the box with the name that you want
to assign to the camera and the IP address of videoserver MVS-14.

Insert Username and Password - To grant access to all features also enter your
username and password. If you have not changed within the video server the default
values are:
USER: root
PASSWORD: pass
Press Auto Detection - The program will dialogue with
video server and update
automatically the data for the product. If the recognition fails order means that the
To select

video server is not reachable (try to contact him using the Internet Exlorer) or that the

the CAMERA tab and click

device firmware is not updated (providing upgrade).

INSERT

Press OK
programming

-

You have

of the

before

completed

there

camera.

Repeat the process by placing all the IP addresses of MVS-14 video server that you
intend to deal with this software.

You will see the link configuration window.
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HOME CONSOLE

camera Menu
Clicking

the

right mouse button

image of each camera you access a short menu.

The main control console allows the following commands.

On / Off
The buttons at the bottom left allow you to minimize the window, or exit
the program. The exit button, when pressed, offers two possibilities: a

Enable movement - Enables the displacement control of the camera. Obviously this

complete stop of the software, or LOG OUT user.

command is valid only if the connected camera is a PTZ speed dome camera.

Connect / Disconnect - It controls the connection to the camera

screen Division

Show Room - Specify another camera to show in that box.

The SCB-IP software provides different screen display options:
Set up screen

full - Pass to

display full screen, from which you can exit by pressing ESC.

Button "Start"
The Start button gives you access to the following menu:

The icon with N allows a multi-programmable subdivision in the system settings. As an
alternative to the use of buttons
is also shown
You can double click on one of the images to bring it forward.
The two buttons on the right, in a split screen window, used to activate cycle the images and
full screen display. The split screen
software provides
max display. 16 cameras. If they are programmed more than 16 video-servers the SCAN
button is used to cycle through a screen comprising the first 16 cameras and a screen
containing the successive cameras 17 to 32.
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Total monitor Startup - activates all three functions
indicated below, of which

however

only the first is available.
programming Start recording - starts recording according to what has been
programmed in time programming of the system. Why actually occur registration will
be necessary to have set the consistently time programming.

Block the system - It makes the program inaccessible without entering the correct
password.

Button "Playback"
Access to the playback program

video clips

registered which is described later

"Prog button. hourly "
Allows you to program the

operation of

registration based on day and time. The menu is described later in this manual

Button "Configuration"
Accesses later in the manual system settings described.

PTZ and Area Information
On the right side of the screen is the command of the Speed Dome cameras and a screen of
information

Crystal Ball
The crystal ball can take the following colors:
Grey - Registration not active. Only monitor
Light blue - Active Recording, according
the

settings

hourly

provided.
Red - E 'was detected by an intrusion alarm. Click to reset the alarm memory
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TIME PROGRAMMING
For

can

settings

record must be made of
for

instruct

the

system on how

Insert
standard programming

we want the recording is carried out

You 'can proceed in two distinct ways: by loading a pre-defined schedule, or by setting a
time manually.
To use a scheduler ready the camera selected, click CHARGE top left and choose from the
following options:
Normal - continuous recording 24 hours 24
Office - Registration from 8 to 20
Shop - Registration from 10 to 22
High security - Do not enabled. As Normal
Disc Mode savings - Recording only in case of a break of 24 hours 24
minor mode - Do not enabled. How Savings.

Insert a manual time slot
To enter a time slot at will click on the timeline and drag your mouse to cover the stipulated

From the main control panel, press the PROG. HOURLY.

time, then press ENTER and configure it as explained below. You will then always change
this time slot with the mouse. The graph is divided into units of time from 15 min.

Configure the timeslot
Whether you have loaded a ready programming, whether they have defined a timeslot
manually it will appear in the center window where are listed all the time schedules for each

daily and weekly mode

camera. Select it and press SETUP

The buttons at the bottom left allow you to switch between modes.
daily - In this mode the system will record the same way every day of the year.
Weekly - In this mode the system will register differently depending on the day of the
week and you can also set different operations in holiday periods or custom days
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special programming, different from all other days.

Copy
The COPY button on the top left allows you to copy the selected schedule in the window
below other cameras without the need to set up more of the same data.

Start time / end - Change the time slot
always Log - Registration is continuous throughout the period
Record movements only - The recording will include only the moments where an
intrusion occurs. By choosing this option you are prompted to select one or more of
the camera image detection areas by dragging the mouse.

Video Encoder - Not available
Audio Recording - Includes any audio recording
Enable video parameters - Not available
Sensitivity - E 'the sensitivity of the motion detection selectable from low to high
frame intervals - E 'another parameter that can affect the sensitivity of the motion
detection. More consecutive frames will have to be modified, the more you avoid false
activations due, for example, the ignition of a light which causes a strong mutation of
the image, but concentrated in a short period.

Count - Indicates the number of detection masks set on the camera. The maximum
allowed is 10.
All - This button sets as a detection area of the movement across the image
Clear - This button deletes the detection areas set
Default - This button restores the sensitivity of the motion detection factory set.

weekly mode
In the weekly mode, you can set different time bands for each day of the week. In addition
they have 2 additional options:
Holiday - Set of calendar dates for which will be applied to the Sunday program,
regardless of the actual day.
custom - Set of calendar dates to
which it will be applied to a
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REGISTRATION
With the factory settings when the program connected cameras will appear on the screen,
but recording is not in progress.

Indications Registration
The recording start is accompanied by the following information
The CRYSTAL BALL top right will be colored in blue
in the upper right corner of the cameras for which provision was made for that time
slot recording will appear a red light.

Stop Recording
Acting again on the START button will stop recording and CRYSTAL BALL upper right back
gray.

It must

Act

on the

key

START / START

PROGRAM REGISTRATION

Total monitor Startup - activates all three functions
indicated below, of which

however

only the first is available.
programming Start recording - starts recording according to what has been
programmed in time programming of the system. Why actually occur registration will
be necessary to have set the consistently time programming.

All cameras are recorded separately regardless of the live viewing screen.
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REPRODUCTION
During playback, you can drag it as desired to quickly get pictures of your interest.
This chapter describes how to back recorded video clips.

Controls
The playback controls are similar to the classic controls of an analog VCR

The following commands are also available:
CUE - Pressing the button to the left (top) and then the right (End) you can define
when playing a movie section (CLIP) you can then save with SAVE VIDEO function

SPEED' - Controls the playback speed. It allows fast and slow-motion.
ZOOM - Allows a digital zoom magnification
From the main console it opens the breeding program by pressing the PLAY button.

VOLUME - Adjust the volume of the playback. By clicking on the speaker icon resets
(MUTE)

Movies Search
DATE AND TIME Press the button to search the movie to be played.

On / Off
The buttons at the bottom left allow you to minimize the window, or exit
the program. The exit button, when pressed, offers two possibilities: a
complete stop of the software, or LOG OUT user.

Choose the date - Select the day in the upper left. In the diagram they will appear for

each camera records present in the archive at various hours of the day. A Red line Registration
means
keep it going,

a

green Line

Registration only in case of movement. The empty areas of the graph indicate that at

Scroll bars

that moment the camera was not scheduled recording. The graph is divided into units

The horizontal bar below the screen shows the progress of the playback.

of time of 15 minutes each.
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Choose the camera and time - E 'can click directly on the chart near the camera
and time you want to start playback. Alternatively you can also use the buttons

"BACKUP" button
The BACKUP function is different from the SAVE VIDEO function because besides the
selected movie with CUE

for overlying

IN / OUT are also exported

all

data

select the camera and time slot or to sharpen the choice made with the mouse.

program is created in the export folder executable program quite similar to the SCB player,

Preview - In the preview pane you can see the picture of the recorded video

Windows operating system. The Backup is an ideal solution for providing a movie on CD or

Press OK - Starts playback of the chosen period.

SCB software than ordinary players.

but that does not require installation and lets you review the movie in comfort on any PC with
DVD to a third party who will review comfortably fruendo advanced display options offered by

"UP" button
When playing a movie, you can press the button
INCREASE,
log into

for

usefulness

"LOG DISPLAY" Button

of

All operations performed on the SCB-IP program is stored in a LOG. Select the type of event

postprocessing. Increased
goes

and the desired period.

understood as

visibility and allows increased
retouch

the image

"SETTINGS" button

reproduced and raise the profile details of interest.

The environment

Adjustments made in this way have no effect on the

Playback enables the following

settings:

original movie. E 'can adjust exposure, Focus,
Brightness and Contrast. Finally you can convert the
image

in

White black

(Grayscale), which as a rule increases the perception
of small details.

"VIDEO SAVE" button
When playing a movie, you can select the start and end of a clip (CLIP) by pressing the
buttons CUE and CUE IN OUT. The indication of the selected period will appear. At this
point, press the VIDEO button SAVE to save the footage in AVI format, playable on common
players like Windows Media Player.

E 'can choose to export only the video or the video with sound.

"SAVE IMAGE" Button
Pressing the SAVE IMAGE button you save the frame on the screen at that moment in one
of the following formats: JPG, BMP, GIF, PNG, TIFF. To locate the best still image should
press the PAUSE button and move the NEXT / PREVIOUS buttons.

"PRINT" button
IS'

You can print directly

the image

PRESS reproduced by pressing and choosing the preferred print options.

Source database - Choose whether to connect to the local database or to a remote
server
Play opening - Automatically start playing the selected movie
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Auto skip - automatically Skips the missing periods in recording mode of movement.
Next interval - Select the minutes of advance that you will get by pressing the
forward button of the movie during playback.

previous range - Select the minutes backdown you get by pressing the film rewind
button during playback.

image Capture - This option allows you to choose the program behavior when saving
an image. There are 3 options: Saving the clipboard (clipboard), Save with folder to
be specified from time to time and saving to the default folder

be specified

in the field

URL by pressing the button. Finally you can set the default save format.
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SETTINGS
This chapter describes how to back recorded video clips.

CONTINUOUS RECYCLING - exhaustion of automatically space the older images
will be overwritten
KEEP .... - These options allow you to limit the number of days that remain of the
program video and log in to be able to adapt to any regulations on protection of
privacy.

AUDIO PREVIEW - Set where to play the default audio channel and its volume
STATE DISPLAY - This section defines which
information display in the main console display. They are active: DATE,
TIME, SPACE
FREE

ON

DISK,

TEXT

CUSTOM.

camera Settings

From the main console press CONFIGURATION / SETTINGS.

General Settings

INSERT - See previous chapter on configuring cameras
FIRST NAME - In the formulation can give a name to the camera
VIDEO PARAMETERS - E 'can adjust Brightness, Contrast, Saturation, and Color
tone. The application of the amendments is not real time, but it requires a new
connection.

HOME CONSOLE - It does start the program when you start your PC

SETTINGS OSD - It defines what will be shown in overlay in the camera image
(DATE, TIME, NUMBER CAMERA, CAMERA NAME, TRANSPARENCY TEXT). E
'can also set the date format and time of the overlay. The character color is defined

REGISTRATION - starts recording when the program starts

black or automatically on the basis of the background.

STREAMING SERVER / PLAYBACK active connection at program startup AUTO LOGIN performs the LOGIN User automatic indicated
RESOLUTION

-

choose

there

resolution

the program starts.
STORAGE LEASE - It 's the folder where the recorded files are saved.

WEB INTERFACE - Opens Internet Explorer and access the video server via the IE
interface that allows all settings.
CAMERA SETTINGS - And 'possible to directly adjust some settings of the video
server,
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SCB directly from the software, without connecting with Internet Explorer. E 'can be

ENTRY round icon lets you see the external input (white = inactive; red = on) The round icon

adjusted; COMPRESSION TYPE, FRAME RATE, RESOLUTION, QUALITY ',

DIGITAL pua you click to activate the output by software

AUDIO. Consider that many of these changes involve the
(White = not active;
restarts

Red = on).

video server, and connection loss. Also you can set the speed-dome of una'eventuale
camera control parameters connected to the RS485 port of the video server (protocol,
port, baud rate and address). The example below shows the settings necessary for
controlling a camera Series SD22 or SD27.

PTZ
The video MVS-14 has an RS485 port for controlling speed dome cameras. When this
command is used only by Internet Explorer and is not active in the SCB-IP recording
software.

user Accounts
The SCB-IP program provides to allow access only to users password-protected access
authorized

with a

level of

access

programmable.

I / O Device
The video MVS-14 has an input and an output for external devices.

Basically you will find the supervisor user that you set when you first start the program which
has enabled all functions. E 'can add more users and enable only the features you want to
grant.

Panel Monitor
In this window you define the vision for the LIVE camera view mode.

In this folder you can give a name to the two controls and determine the operation NO / NC.
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Access to the memory of the events which are recorded
all

the operations

carried out by

program.

HOME - On the left are listed all the programmed cameras. Bring in the main window
only cameras that you want to be viewed in the monitor. The cameras are obviously
not present to monitor recorded, but will not be visible in live mode.
Select the type of event and the date or the time between two dates, then press SEARCH.

AUTO SCAN - In this section you program the

BACKUP

residence time of each
camera during cyclic scanning which starts from the main console of the SCAN

Click CONFIGURATION / BACKUP

button. It is also possible
set a primary channel
Secondary to always keep the screen during polling.
NxN - Set the split screen that will display by pressing N on the main console.

Viewer LOG
to press

the

It will see the Backup utility
button

CONFIGURATION

/

LOG VIEWER.

The BACKUP function in addition to the movie exports all program data and is created in the
export folder an executable program
all
analogous to the SCB-IP player, but that does not require installation and lets you review the
movie in comfort on any PC with Windows operating system.

The Backup is an ideal solution for providing a movie on CD or DVD to a third party that can
comfortably
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fruendo reviewing the advanced display options offered by SCB software than ordinary
players. to press NEW RANGE

Select the day in the top list on the left then select the time period and cameras to back up
similar to that seen previously for the search of the video to play.

Add various intervals backup list and press BACKUP. E 'can back up to CD / DVD or Hard
Disk indicating the destination folder.

Through the backup utility it is also possible
delete recorded images not interesting, selecting a new range, then click delete
instead of the default backup.
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ACCESS TO REMOTE PC
Once the SCB-IP software is operating on a PC and receives the images from one or more
videoservers MVS-14 you can access it from other computers on the network so you can
view the cameras remotely.

WARNING: Using

access

remotely

SCB-IP program, you can remote viewing of a single camera at a time.
To do that the first thing to do is turn on the streaming server on the SCB-IP software.

STARTING THE SERVER FOR STREAMING

From the main console

Proceed as follows:
Check any programs

in

running that use port 80 set by default. (Eg. Skype or similar) Press START to start
the Server service.

And 'advisable not edit port parameters used by default because doing it will be necessary to
make the same change on all installed on the remote PC client. The port setting is available in
case you need to coexist with the system communication programs that are already working
click CONFIGURATION / STREAMING SERVER

on the above factory doors.

Once operated by remote access client, as described below, you will see the list all
connected clients, as shown below:

This will open the window of the SERVER:
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In folder LIST BLACK / WHITE you can limit the access to the server. Activating the white
list all entered IP addresses will be allowed and, by exclusion, all others can not access.
Activating the BLACK LIST addresses listed will be inaccessible while you can access for all
others not included in the list.

SET UP CLIENT
Once the server is started on the same PC that runs the SCB-IP program, you are ready to
connect your first client.
First you need to install the client program REMOTE LIVE VIEWER on the remote PC. E 'can
do so using the same SCB-IP installation CD and possibly clearing the installation of other
programs
to install only
CLIENT program.
The CLIENT program, REMOTE LIVE VIEWER does not require a dongle to be launched
and can be installed on an unlimited number of computers.

In folder PERFORMANCE

Sara

reproduced

Graphically the occupation of bandwidth. The first window on the left will show the bandwidth
occupied by all connected clients as a whole and the right window the only occupation of the
selected video server.

Press the button with the wrench on the right of the display to open the settings window

The box below is present on the LOG of the operations performed on the streaming server.
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Select the server - the right of the screen display
Press the Log In button - and type, if required, the login password correctly inserted

You must set:

in the user settings of the SCB-IP program

Server Name - Enter a name that distinguishes the server to which you want to
connect

The cameras connected to the server will be displayed. Drag with the mouse the
camera you want to display in one of the monitor panels

Address - IP address of the PC where the SCB-IP program and was activated
SERVER is installed
Door - Leave the default port if there are no changes were made

Press LOG OUT to end the connection

about in
server settings
Username - Enter a valid user entered in the SCB-IP users of the program list to
which you want to connect

REMOTE VIEWING
Once the images will appear on the remote PC monitor will be available the following view
commands:

Password - Enter the password
Save Password - To avoid having to type your password every time you connect.
Auto Login - To connect

to the

screen Division - to divide the screen into panes 1,4,9,16 or full screen

server

Zoom - Digital image reproduced

automatically when you start the VIEWER REMOTE LIVE client.

Buttons PLAY / STOP to start or stop streaming.

Test Server - Press this button to verify the connection to the server using the set
parameters.

WARNING: Using

access

remotely

SCB-IP program, you can remote viewing of a single camera at a time.
E 'can add more servers will remain available in the server list, ready to make a connection.
You can connect to multiple servers at once and mix to monitor cameras from different
servers.

CONTROL SPEED DOME
The PTZ control speed dome is available on the right of the screen
SHIFT - Act on the arrows repeatedly clicking with the

Press OK to save your settings

mouse until you reach the desired position.

ESTABLISH

ZOOM / FOCUS - Operate the +/- buttons. The camera

REMOTE CONNECTION

setting can inhibit the functionality of these buttons.

Once the client is set up with the server data that you want to connect, you can proceed with
the connection.
PRESET - For

set a

prepositioning position the camera and then press-SETTINGS PRESET and the
PRESET number you want to set. To move the camera to a pre-press PRESET
START and select the preset number set.
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